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High Point, NC, October 13, 2020 — Award winning, luxury home furnishings lifestyle manufacturer, Jonathan Charles
Fine Furniture is premiering the 30-piece Toulouse Collection in their High Point Showroom located at 200 North Hamilton
and, on their website, JonathanCharlesFurniture.com.
“Conveying the best of 20th century European modern sensibilities, the Toulouse Collection
highlights exquisite craftsmanship along with unexpected applications of walnut veneer and
eye-catching metal accents. Elevating the Toulouse Collection’s design signature is the expertly
applied heritage craft of duck eggshell inlay, evoking a sense of timeless art in modern form.”
...the evolution of artistry
u The grand Dining Table stands stately with leaves that extend an invitation
for gatherings of up to ten. The radius-curved walnut veneer table top floats
above legs adorned with brass cuffs and feet. The chairs upholstered with
luxe performance fabric in Castaway complete the setting.

t Graceful classic lines and a mix of veneer patterns with hand-cast solid brass
decorative hardware are the keystone elements for the bedroom selections.
No detail is overlooked from the Tall Dresser’s oil rubbed brass base to the
custom-created and hand-forged hardware that heightens the impact of the
exceptional veneer patterns on the walnut case.

u A show-stopping focal point is the Entertainment
Cabinet. Beautifully hand-crafted duck eggshell
inlay doors highlighted with angular antique and oil
rubbed brass accents, open to expose the thoughtfully
functional interior. A lower-profile, linear silhouette
completes the modern aesthetic. Shown with the
52” Toulouse Walnut Mirror.

t Another stunning example of the hand-crafted duck eggshell technique is shown on
this Accent Mirror’s frame. The eye-catching frame encircles a floating mirror creating a
light and airy design element for the foyer, dining room, bedroom or living room.

“The Toulouse Collection illustrates the power that subtle uses of hand-crafted techniques can evoke, and those subtleties are
important for an elevated clientele,” commented Eric Graham, president of Jonathan Charles. “This modern collection blends a
mix of veneer patterns that play off of each other with cast-brass detailing and inlays along with updated duck eggshell finishes
to create understated differences in pieces while keeping a cohesive feeling across the collection. Toulouse’s curated modern
presentation works well with iconic pieces from other collections to create a personal or designer tone.”
Meticulously crafted seating selections underscore the notion that luxury need not be over-embellished. Rather, the mid-century
modern profiles are accented with sculptured metal or tapered walnut legs and exposed metal or wood aprons adding a sense
of warmth and approachability to each piece. Constructed for ultimate comfort and covered in high performance fabrics, the
Toulouse Collection speaks confidently to urbane consumers and interior designers.

In addition to its launch at the High Point Market, retailers, designers and media can take a virtual showroom tour featuring The
Toulouse Collection as well as Jonathan Charles’ two other new collections, Cambrio and Barcelona.
You can download these images at Jonathan Charles. If you have any questions, would like to take a tour or need more information please contact Cathy Lloyd, cathy@tmm.agency, 336-956-2488.
Jonathan Charles believes as makers, they celebrate the legacy of meticulous workmanship. As creatives, they explore and envision new possibilities.
Producing collections and individual objects that elevate heritage craftsmanship with modern sensibility is what Jonathan Charles embodies. Simply stated,
it is the evolution of artistry. For more on Jonathan Charles, please visit their website, or find them on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn or Pinterest.

